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Rescue robotics is the application of robotics to the
search and rescue domain, destined to extend the ca-
pabilities of human rescuers while increasing their
safety. During a rescue mission a mobile robot is de-
ployed on a site, while a human operator is monitor-
ing the robot’s activities and giving orders from a safe
place. Since the operator cannot see the robot and an
environment a path selection is a very hard and tricky
task. Our goal is to provide a kind of ”pilot system”
to propose the operator a good direction or several op-
tions to traverse the 3D debris environment.

To find a good path we need a special path search al-
gorithm on debris and a proper definition of a search
tree, which can ensure smooth exploration. To make
a path search feasible in a huge real state space we
discretize the search space and the robot’s motion be-
fore the search. In this paper we present a quality es-
timation of the path and search tree branching func-
tion F , which defines a reasonable search tree building
process online through a node opening and branching
procedure. A well-defined function F removes all un-
suitable directions of the search from the search tree
and enables a dynamic path planning on debris. Ex-
haustive simulations were used to structure and ana-
lyze data. Finally, our approach was verified through
a large set of experiments.

Keywords: Rescue robot, USAR, random step environ-
ment

1. Introduction

A long standing goal of mobile robotics is to allow
robots to work in environments unreachable or too haz-
ardous to risk human lives. Rescue robotics is the appli-
cation of robotics to the urban search and rescue (USAR)
domain, one of the most hazardous environments imag-
inable with victims often buried in unreachable locations.
A wide range of rescue robotics applications includes ex-
ploration of volcano craters, wilderness and labyrinths of
dangerous old mine tunnels, work in high pressure and
poisonous environments of nuclear and chemical plants,

Sensory data

Sensory data

Driving
commands

Good path
proposal

(a)

(c)

(b)

Fig. 1. Standard framework includes operator (a) and res-
cue robot on RSE (b); we propose to enhance the standard
scheme with our ”pilot system” (c)

substituting human teams in scouting and mine clearing,
supporting antiterrorist operations etc. Rescue robots ex-
tend the capabilities of human rescuers while increasing
their safety. During a rescue mission instead of sending
human rescue teams to a dangerous debris site, a rescue
robot is deployed there for initial exploration purposes.
Then a human tele-operator operates the robot from a safe
place outside of the site. The system consists of a remote
operation station (fig. 1a) and a mobile robot platform
(fig. 1b), connected with a wireless LAN.

While there are trials to create autonomous [2] or semi-
autonomous [38, 46] rescue robot systems, currently they
are mainly running in a teleoperational mode [9], which
means a manual control by a human operator at a distance
that is too great for the operator to see what the robot is
doing [34]. The rescue robot requires a constant interac-
tion with the operator for a path and victims search and
any operator’s error can be fatal. The operator uses only
visual information about the environment, which is usu-
ally not sufficient to carry out complex tasks because of
limited visual fields of cameras, even exploiting sophisti-
cated cameras created specially for rescue robots [22, 32].
Additional sensory data (e.g. laser range finder, infrared
sensor etc.) do not necessarily provide intuitive informa-
tion about the environment rather than images from cam-
eras. Even in a case of an experienced operator, a human
brain sometimes has difficulties to fuse and process such
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(a) (b)Sub-
crawlers

Fig. 2. (a) Full KENAF configuration (b) The main body
without sub-crawlers

amount of the information simultaneously.1 The off-site
operator also cannot use any of the natural biological sen-
sors and has to judge on the next move on the base of
the previous operational experience, taking subjective and
time consuming path choice decisions. While searching a
path the operator has to remember, recognize and diag-
nose the scene, considering camera’s positions and orien-
tations, predict the situations of robot’s getting stuck and
identify the victims. To decrease the burden on the oper-
ator researchers propose various solutions: the develop-
ment of a 3D mapping sensory system [50], the gravity-
referenced attitude display [25], the improved interfaces
with input information filtering [43] etc.

Our proposed solution is an automatic ”pilot system”,
suggesting the operator a fairly safe path or several op-
tions from the current to the goal location, which is our
main long-term research goal. The ”pilot system” will
calculate the path with regard to the robot’s static and
dynamic properties. Next, the ”pilot system” by means
of GUI will suggest several options of a good path to
the operator (fig. 1c). Finally the operator will decide
which path to apply in a real scenario driving the robot.
Discussions with our operators and observations of field
experiments provided us a global vision of the required
system and the proposed ”pilot system” framework was
further developed in a tight contact with the operators.
The uniqueness of our approach is that we manage a path
search issue from a balance point of view.

Usually there exist more than just a single path, so the
path search algorithm needs a good facility to evaluate the
quality of each path. A dangerous and unstable debris site
requires the algorithm to keep the robot maximally stable
at every step of its path. We have to discretize robot’s mo-
tion and the huge real state space before the actual search
in order to decrease the number of search directions and
make the search feasible. A search algorithm utilizes a
search tree [10]; for our problem a dynamically created
search tree can not be explicitly presented as a skeleton

1. For example, in a case of a LRF, while a resulting 2D point-clouds could
be easily imagined as a set of lines (obstacle borders) and empty spaces,
a cognitive abstraction of a 3D point-clouds of a typical rescue scene is
very complicated, because raw data representations of 3D point-clouds
include redundant information and many measurement points which are
not needed for localization, mapping and understanding of the scene [48].

[41]. Utilizing as input arguments Args the robot’s cur-
rent configuration and a local environment map (a small
visible patch around the robot), we present the search tree
with a function F(Args) = Res. Its output Res, a set of ac-
cessible within one step configurations of the robot, will
guide the tree search.

This paper deals with the quality estimation of the path
and presents a search tree branching function F . The pos-
ture is predicted by the simulator and its quality is defined
with regard to static balance, a minimal necessary con-
dition for the equilibrium of a robot. Next we estimate
transition possibilities of a crawler type vehicle between
two consecutive states, connected with a single transla-
tional or rotational step within Random Step Environment
(RSE) - proposed by NIST simulated debris environment
[18]. Our theoretical results were confirmed with exhaus-
tive simulations in a very complicated RSE, followed by
a large set of verification experiments with a real robot in
the environments identical to the simulated ones. Finally,
a proper definition of branching function F removes all
unsuitable directions of the search from the search tree,
affords us to build a search tree and to continue toward a
path planning process.

In this paper we provide a ready-to-use tree branching
function F based on our previous work [26–29], build a
resulting path search tree and demonstrate its concrete ap-
plication for a future path planning process. This paper is
organized as follows: the system overview is provided in
Section 2. Section 3 deals with search space discretization
issue. We discuss the issue of static equilibrium, present
the qualitative estimation of an expected posture and pos-
ture’s color labeling in Section 4. Section 5 contains the-
oretical hypothesis on transitions between two postures,
connected with a single translational/rotational step of the
robot, confirmed by exhaustive simulations and verified
through a large set of experiments. Section 6 presents a
visualization of our search tree branching function F and
shows its importance for simplifying a path planning pro-
cess. Section 7 gives a glance on the desired output of our
pilot system. Finally, we conclude in Section 8.

2. The System Framework

USAR related research assumes that a rescue robot op-
erates on a dangerous unstable debris site of a heavily
damaged building as a result of a disaster . One of the
most popular models of debris environment is a so-called
Random Step Environment (RSE) or Random Step Field,
proposed by NIST - The National Institute of Standards
and Technology [18]. RSE is a set of random steps with
equal width and depth, but different height (fig. 1b). A
big variety of optional assemblies, similar to real debris
behavior, easy setup and storage made RSE attractive test
arenas for evaluation of USAR robots performance [44,
46, 47]. RSE is an obligatory test arena for each RoboCup
Rescue competition, where at least several RSE patches of
different difficulty levels are exploited. Each rescue group
uses its own RSE setup, which is more or less similar to
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Table 1. ”KENAF” specifications

Parameter Measurement

Maximal inclination
dynamic 60 deg
static 80 deg

Main body length 584 mm
Main body width 336 mm
Track width 150 mm
Height 270 mm
Weight 19.6 kg

an official RoboCup Rescue version. We assemble our
RSE from 85mm × 85mm size wooden blocks of 0, 90,
180, 270 or 360 mm height; 0mm hight corresponds to
the ground level around the RSE-patch. RSE is a rough
approximation of an elevation map approach for model-
ing the real world environment; a digital elevation map is
easily measured and developed by using a Laser Range
Finder or stereo camera systems mounted on a rover in
practical situation [16] and is broadly used for path plan-
ning [7, 8, 11, 21, 37].

Crawler robots have been studied for many tasks of res-
cue activity because they have high mobility and good sta-
bility on the rubble [38], while other existing solutions
like snake robots [1] and legged robots [5] are still chal-
lenges for roboticists, requiring much work in design, ac-
tuation and control [35]. Wheeled solutions [42], provid-
ing a high speed on a flat terrain with a low level of litter,
lack a high mobility on rescue debris, the most important
requirement of rescue roboticists. Many different mod-
ifications of crawler type robots have been designed for
USAR applications [6], but one of the state of art robots in
the field is ”KENAF” robot [15, 36, 39, 49] and similarly
configured robots [33, 38, 46]: heavy main body, consist-
ing of two large tracks with a small gap in between and 4
additional supporting sub-crawlers (fig. 2a). We exploit a
simple tractor-like crawler non-reconfigurable robot with
the centroidal location of robot’s center of mass (CM)
corresponding to the main body of ”KENAF” (fig. 2b).
Table 1 presents specifications of fully equipped for a res-
cue search mission ”KENAF” robot without sub-crawlers,
used in experiments and by the simulation ”pilot system”.

3. Search Space and Search Tree

Search tree function F(Args) is to decide on possi-
ble next steps of the robot from a given current location
and orientation. In a standard 2D navigation each cell
of the state space is ”free” or ”occupied” (obstacle, an-
other moving agent etc.) and a transition between two
free cells is always legal [24]. Then the local path plan-
ning is done by choosing the best sub-goal in a small set
of options within a range of sensors and a robot proceeds
directly to the chosen sub-goal [19, 20]. In our case we
have ”possible” (statically stable) and ”impossible” (stat-
ically unstable) postures, as we will explain in Section 4.

But even in the case of two adjacent ”possible” postures
the transition between them is not always possible; thus
after checking two adjacent postures of the path, we have
to check the transition between them. To decrease the
number of search directions we discretize robot’s motion
and the state space before the search. We studied several
levels of search space discretization for XY-coordinates
of the environment and concluded that discretizing each
85x85mm cell of RSE into 5x5 cells of the internal robot
map with the cell size of 17x17mm is the best choice for
our problem solution [27]; further we refer this search
space discretization as DISC5, emphasizing that each cell
of RSE splits into 5x5 cells.

KENAF supports two types of motion: translation and
rotation. Translation step is defined as a one cell length
step forward in the direction of robot local frame’s axis XL
(fig. 5). Rotation step is a 5 degrees change in robot ori-
entation θ , rotating clockwise (right) or counter clockwise
(left). At each node of the search tree the search algorithm
opens a 3-neighborhood of the node - go straight or turn
left/right - and proceeds the search in the most promis-
ing direction. All impossible search directions, different
for rotation and translation steps, are immediately cut off
from the search tree. When a proper discretization level
is chosen and search tree branching function F is well-
defined, a based on F search algorithm successfully oper-
ates in a discretized RSE.

4. Static Balance and Posture Quality Estima-
tion

Probably, the most important question which the path
search algorithm should be able to answer is if a spe-
cific robot configuration is possible or not. This includes
avoiding collision with the obstacles and the capability of
the robot to keep the current configuration.

4.1. Static Stability
A minimal necessary condition for a general vehicle

stability is a static stability. In most papers dealing with
the stability and balance issues the authors consider a
legged robot walking on uneven terrain [4, 14, 23, 30];
then a robot avoids falling by applying contact forces with
its feet on the ground to compensate for gravity without
causing a slip (a so-called static equilibrium). Assuming
a slow enough motion to neglect inertia, the robot always
must be able to achieve static equilibrium. While for a
flat terrain some simple heuristic tests could check the sta-
bility, irregular and steep debris environment requires to
check that the robot is in equilibrium at every posture.

To check static stability we utilize support polygon -
a 2D convex hull of the ground projection of all expected
contact points of the robot’s crawlers with the RSE.
If the robot’s posture places its CM over the support
polygon, then we know contact forces exist that achieve
equilibrium without having to compute them explicitly.
The specific features of RSE result mainly in the number
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Fig. 3. (a) Green state (b) Orange state: O1 (left) and O2
(right).
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Fig. 4. Magenta state - at climbing up mode robot moves
from (a) to (d); at sliding down - from (d) to (a).

of contact points, rather than the entire track contact, and
constrain all contact points to lie on the edges and at the
vertices of the environment cells and on the perimeter
of the robot crawlers. Assuming a sufficient friction
between the crawlers and an obstacle surface, we define
an appropriate posture of the robot, based on the literature
survey and our mobility experiments [26]. If at least one
of Conditions A is not satisfied at posture K, posture K
is not appropriate.

Conditions A:
1. Both crawlers contact a terrain and there are no con-
tacts in the gap between them, thus escaping situations of
getting stuck
2. There are at least three distinct contact points
3. A surface inclination does not result in slippery or
turning upside-down
4. A proper location of robot’s center of mass (CM): no
tip over due to CM displacement

4.2. Qualitative posture estimation
In [26] we presented an algorithm for static balance

posture estimation of the robot’s posture in a specified
configuration, assuming the centroidal location of robot’s
CM. In this section we briefly describe the static balance
posture types and assign them color labels.

From the point of static balance estimation, we distin-
guish six posture types, presented in Table 2. We define
Red state that presents a forbidden posture. At Magenta
state the robot has to climb up or to slide down a vertical
slope of the environment (fig. 4). Cyan state is assigned

Table 2. Color labels explanation.

Label Balance quality Technical details
Red Turn upside Pitch > π

4 OR
down Roll > π

6 OR
OR At least one of

Get stuck Conditions A (sec.4.1)
is not satisfied

Orange Lose balance Two optional
on purpose postures exist

Magenta Climbing up OR Oscillations in posture
Sliding down estimation algorithm

Cyan Jump down Jump of CM between
two stable

postures < 50mm
Yellow Fair NESM parameter < 1
Green Good NESM parameter ≥ 1

for a robot’s jumping up/down situations.2 To distinguish
statically stable Green and Yellow states (fig. 3a) we ap-
ply Normalized Energy Stability Margin (NESM) [13],
which shows how statically stable the posture is: high
quality balance (G) or average quality (Y). Orange state
is a losing balance on purpose (or Controlled Balance
Losing CBL) state. For example, when the robot traverses
a barrier, climbing up and going down, it has to lose the
balance twice on a top (fig. 3b). It consists of two sub-
states O1 and O2. After losing an initial balance at sub-
state O1, the robot changes a posture discontinuously at
that point and obtains a balance again in a different body
orientation of sub-state O2. Orange state is a very gen-
tle state and should be used with a special care in trans-
lation motion step [27, 28] and completely forbidden for
a rotational step [29]. Further we denote by R-posture
a posture which static balance corresponds to a red state
type, O-posture for orange, M-posture for magenta, Y-
posture for yellow, G-posture for green and C-posture
for cyan state type. Specially, the reader should not be
confused by Z-posture, which is not related to the color
label, and is presented in details in the end of section 4.3.

The proposed qualitative posture estimation was ana-
lyzed throughout a simulation, constructed in Matlab en-
vironment. The goal of the analysis was to estimate the
path proposed by the human operator in the given envi-
ronment with respect to the static stability and to compare
it with the expected results. Then the path, evaluated as
”good” by the simulator was verified experimentally by
the operator in a set of environments identical to the sim-
ulated ones, confirming that our qualitative discretization
of the posture types with regard to the static balance of the
robot is proper [26].

4 Journal of Robotics and Mechatronics Vol.0 No.0, 200x
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Fig. 5. Steepness θX and moment θY . XG,YG,ZG and
XL,YL,ZL are global and local frame axes respectively. Xp,Yp
are projections of XL,YL on the XY-plane formed by XG,YG

4.3. Describing a Posture
To characterize robot’s posture qualitatively we use the

color labels. To decide on legal transitions between two
successive states, we use a combination of the 5 following
variables.3 Steepness θX - the angle, showing the steep-
ness of the RSE at the current robot configuration and ro-
tational moment around robot’s transversal YL-axis (fig.
5). Moment θY - the angle, indicating current rotational
moment around robot’s lateral XL-axis.4 Contact points
quality (CPQ) depends on the angle θCPQ between the
robot’s crawlers and the edges of the RSE cells and affects
the robot’s ability of climbing the obstacles, losing bal-
ance on purpose and going down safely. Inclination (Inc)
is the steepness angle θX sign; with respect to this param-
eter we specify three groups of posture sets: a climbing up
the steps of the RSE posture QUinc , a going down posture
QDinc and a neutral inclination posture QZinc . Thus, with
respect to the inclination the postures are categorized into
3 types: Z (neutral), U (climbing up) and D (going down).
M-sign (MS) is the moment angle θY sign; similarly group
SPMS is for all postures with positive M-sign, SNMS with
negative and SZMS with neutral postures.

Inc and MS signal about discretization problems, point-
ing on a missed posture between two successive postures;
3 other variables are emphasized for the experimental
work. Combining Inc and MS, we define a neutral Z-
posture - a posture with robot’s body parallel to a hor-
izontal patch of RSE : QZinc

∩
SZMS . Further we denote

each posture as Col[Inc] where Col is the color, Inc is in-

2. It appears in the simulation because of the discretization issue; in a real
world of continuous variables it corresponds to M-chain, presented in
section 5.1, (CR2). A safe jump of CM between two stable postures was
defined experimentally and should not exceed 50mm, which is approxi-
mately 55% of one unit RSE height and corresponds to 1 cell hight jump
of the crawler’s front part.

3. In [27–29] we used 6 variables; however after generalizing translation
and rotation cases, we simplified it to 5 variables

4. Choice of θX corresponding to YL and θY to XL was done to emphasize
the tip-over direction in a case of a failure

clination. For example, we define G[Z] as a green neutral
Z-posture, G[U] is a G-posture with Uinc and G is a G-
posture, covering all Inc cases if no other technical details
are specified.

5. Theoretical Hypothesis, Exhaustive Simula-
tions, Experimental Verification

We conducted a large set of experiments with KENAF
robot in several Random Step Environments. Based on
operation experience and basic logic, we created a set of
theoretical hypothesis/rules on the translations (TR), rota-
tions (RR) and common rules for both (CR) between two
successive postures. It includes trivial statements, def-
initions and experimental result’s conclusions. We aim
to obtain a proper level of the real world simulation; the
rules were implemented into a simulator and followed by
exhaustive simulations and verification experiments (fig.
6). The loop rules-simulations-experiments was repeated
several times with the rules and simulator application up-
dating until we obtained a satisfactory level of correla-
tion between the three important stages. Further we illus-
trate the theoretical explanations with the example images
from our MATLAB simulation (section 5.3); while trying
to present the main point of interest at each example we
had to admit a different level of distortion of the original
images and as a reference point the reader have to keep in
mind the units of the axis: X and Y axis units correspond
to a 85-mm width/depth of the experimental RSE cell and
a single unit of a vertical Z-axis is a 90-mm height of a
cell.

Experiments

Hypothesis

ExperimentsSimulations

Mobile
Capability

Feeling

Environment
Existance Feedback

Correlation

Generalization

Basic Logic

Fig. 6. Theory, simulations and experiments.

5.1. Transition Rules
(CR1) Starting at O1 posture, we immediately obtain

O2 as a result of inertia; there is no way to obtain O2 pos-
ture without previously obtaining O1.
(CR2) The only way to climb up or slide down a vertical
slope of RSE is to apply a so-called M-chain - a sequence
of M postures between two stable postures: start posture
of the M-chain Gstart (fig. 4a) and end posture Gend (fig.
4d). M-chain cannot contain any non-M posture.
(CR3) C-posture appears due to a poor discretization
level. With the infinitely precise discretization it would be
substituted by a missed M-chain for both translation and
rotation. Its appearance corresponds to a fast significant
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Fig. 7. IOP-1: robot’s CM is too close to the vertex of RSE cell.
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Fig. 8. IOP-2: regular safe climbing.

vertical change of CM’s location between two successive
postures.
(CR4) M-posture has no real θX , θY , Inc and MS data,
but only an approximation; they are specified not for each
single M-posture, but for a whole M-chain.
(CR5) A change of Inc between two postures can occur
only through O-posture and its O1 is O1[Z] or O2 is O2[Z].
(CR6) A change of MS between two postures can occur
only through O-posture.
(TR1) A proper translation preserves orientation θ .
(TR2) Maximal possible change between two successive
postures for a uniform translation motion case is ∆θX ≤
T XMIN and ∆θY ≤ TYMIN degrees5.
(TR3) A significant change of steepness θX so that ∆θX

.
=

|θX (Pprev)− θX (Pcurr)| ≥ T XMAX without change in Inc
or MS between two postures can occur only through M-
chain.
(TR4) The change in θY between two successive postures,
so that ∆θY ≥ TYMAX degrees, can occur only through O-
posture.
(TR5) Inevitable O-posture (IOP) is obtained while pass-
ing the edge of the RSE-cell. If posture (x,y,θ ), preceding
IOP, becomes (x±δx,y±δy,θ ) with δx,y→ 0, we will again
and again obtain this IOP at the next translation step, i.e.
IOP is preserved in the case of small shift δ in one direc-
tion (IOP1, fig. 7) or two oppoite directions (IOP2, fig.
8).
(TR6) Accidental O-posture (AOP, fig. 9) is obtained
while passing through the corner of the RSE-cell. If
the robot posture (x,y,θ ), preceding AOP, would become
(x±δx,y±δy,θ ) with δx,y → 0, this AOP will not be ob-
tained at the next translation step, i.e. any small shift will
result in a differently colored posture6.
(RR1) Perfect rotation preserves a neutral Z-posture and
a vertical coordinate ZCM of robot’s CM.
(RR2) Loosing balance on purpose through O-posture
during a rotational step results into unpredictable next
posture of the robot. In a worst case it results into robot’s
turning upside down.
(RR3) Any significant change in 3D orientation of the
robot, exceeding 4 degrees [29], may result into robot’s
turning upside down.

5.2. Successive Posture Groups
We divided all possible pairs of postures, connected

with a translational or rotational step, into groups. Each
group contains theoretically possible or impossible se-
quence with regard to section 5.1. To decrease the num-
ber of groups we treat at the simulation level G and Y as
a same G color for both step types. Since there is no real
data for the M-posture (CR4), we can treat it only as a
color and a detailed study of G→M, M→M and M→G

5. A theoretical value of T XMIN for DISC5 was calculated by maximizing
the difference ∆θX between two successive G-postures with optimization
method according table 1; then it was refined through a set of simulations
and verified experimentally. Finally we set T XMIN = 3.5 degrees. In a
similar way we defined T XMAX = 8, TYMAX = 8 and TYMIN = 3.5 degrees.

6. We explained the idea of IOP and AOP with simple examples, while both
in the simulation and real world experiments the occurrence cases may
be much more complicated. Details on IOP and AOP types could be
found in [28].
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Fig. 9. AOP case.

groups was done through experiments (section 5.4). Next
with exhaustive simulations and verification experiments
we made a final decision on each group.

Tables 3-8 summarize posture groups, their descrip-
tions and appearance percentage in the simulation (sec-
tion 5.3). P1 and P2 are a first and a second posture of a
connected by a single step pair respectively. In some com-
plicated cases we have to recolor P1 or P2 into a different
color since we missed an intermediate posture between
P1 and P2 due to the discretization issue [27]. For exam-
ple ”Set P2=O” means that P2 of the sequence should be
treated as O-posture when the path cost is calculated. We
give detailed explanations, conditions on P1 or/and P2 and
technical details in column ”Details” when needed. Fi-
nally, column ”Appearance” presents the total percentage
of the particular sequence appearance in the exhaustive
simulations, summed up through all 6 million tests for ro-
tation/translation step type (Section 5.3); sign ”-” marks
the cases with an appearance less than 0.001

Tables 3 and 6 present good posture sequences, suit-
able for path planning. Tables 4 and 7 contain undesirable
pairs which should be avoided if any better choice is avail-
able. Tables 5 and 8 are completely forbidden sequences,
which cannot appear as a part of the path under any cir-
cumstances.

Next we present a list with additional conditions
(Cond) on transitions and 4 explanation lists (CBL -
Controlled Balance Losing, G - good, U - undesirable, F
- forbidden transitions) with some detailed explanations
for the six tables. We define ∆θX := θX (P2)− θX (P1),
∆θY := θY (P2)−θY (P1)

Conditions:
(Cond1) ε ≤ |∆θX | ≤ T XMIN and ε ≤ |∆θY | ≤ TYMIN

Table 3. Translation posture pairs: good sequences. P1 and
P2 are first and second postures of a pair, as we explained in
section 5.2

P1 P2 Details Appearance
G[Z] G[Z] flat pattern 57.393 %
O[Z] G[Z] CBL1 0.52 %

G G Cond1, 33.752 %
O G G1 0.38 %

G[U] O[U] Cond1, CBL2 0.542 %
G[Z] O[Z] CBL3 0.625 %

IN TOTAL 93.212%

(Cond2) |∆θX |> T XMAX
(Cond3) |∆θY | ≤ ε
(Cond4) |∆θY |> ε
(Cond5) θY (P1) = 0, θY (P2) = 0
(Cond6) sign(θX (P1)) = -sign(θX (P2)) or
sign(θY (P1)) = -sign(θY (P2))
(Cond7) T XMIN ≤ |∆θX | ≤ T XMAX and
TYMIN ≤ |∆θY | ≤ TYMAX
(Cond8) Zinc(P2) and |θY (P2)|> ε
(Cond9) A special contact points checking procedure
compares expected contact points vertical locations
between P1 and P2; we forbid the transition if at least one
of the expected contact points jumps up.
(Cond10) Good rotations must maximally preserve
robot’s body 3D orientation with Ω ∈ [0,1) degrees. As a
measure of change we use a support polygon’s plane nor-
mal, which coincides with a Z-axis of a local coordinate
frame of the robot ZL: Ω = |ẐGZL(P1)− ẐGZL(P2)|, ẐGZL
is an angle between Z-axis of the global RSE frame ZG
and ZL(P1) and ZL(P2) corresponding to Z-axis of a local
frame at P1 and P2 respectively (fig. 5).
(Cond11) Fair rotation sequence preserves Ω ∈ [1,4)
degrees.
(Cond12) Ω ∈ [4,90)
(Cond13) Jump down exceeds the definition of C-posture.

Explanations for Controlled Balance Losing (CBL) on
the edge of the RSE transitions:
(CBL1) - CBL occurs at P1 while climbing up to the flat
top of the barrier with O1 = O[U], O2 = O[Z] (sequence
fig. 3b - fig. 3c - P2)
(CBL2) - CBL occurs at P2 in the same situation as CBL1
(sequence P1 - fig. 3b - fig. 3c)
(CBL3) - CBL occurs at P2 while going down from
the flat top of the barrier with O1 = O[Z], O2 = O[D]
(sequence P1 - fig. 3c - fig. 3b)

Explanation for good transitions:
(G1) - at (Cond1) the robot is uniformly climbing up or
going down with small 3D orientation changes in θX and
θY

Explanations for undesirable transitions:
(U1) - Losing balance on the edge of the cell while going
down with a small change in θX or/and θY .
(U2) - Sliding down M-chain sequence is terminated with
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Table 4. Translation posture pairs: undesirable sequences.

P1 P2 Details Appearance
G[Z] G[D] (CR5), fig. 11, 0.078 %
G[U] G[Z] P2←O 0.051 %
G[D] G[Z] (CR2), fig. 12, 0.542 %
G[Z] G[U] P2←M 0.648 %
G[U] G[U] Cond2,3, P2←M 0.112 %
G[D] O[D] (U1) 0.006 %
M[D] O Cond5, (U2) 0.003 %
G[D] G[D] Cond2,5,(U3) 0.032 %
O[U] M[U] Cond5, (U4) 0.001 %

IN TOTAL 1.487%

Gend=O1; (Cond5) is necessary for safety reasons (pre-
vents a tip over.)
(U3) - The robot is sliding down the vertical slope of the
RSE in its moving direction with a very short (and thus
missed) M-chain, followed immediately by loosing the
balance on the edge (a missed O-posture) and finally gets
into P2; (Cond2,5) are necessary.
(U4) - While going up the slope the robot loses balance on
the edge at O1, but when it obtains it again at O2 it has im-
mediately to start climbing up a vertical wall of RSE with
M-chain sequence and O2 substitutes Gstart ; (Cond5) is
necessary.
(U5) - Since we cannot detect precisely where in [0,5]
degrees rotational interval of the rotation step the robot
started to slide down (a start of M-chain), the result of
the process and posture P2 are unpredictable. Thus, upon
arrival to P2 after sliding down, we must recollect the sen-
sory data about the local RSE patch, localize the robot and
restart the path search process.

Explanations for forbidden transitions:
(F1) - Dangerous sequences : small deviation may result
into a drastic path change or robot’s turning up side down;
2 special cases, explicitly defined as undesirable in table
4 (lines 7-8) are excluded.
(F2) - A sign change for θX or θY between P1 and P2 pos-
tures signals about a missed AOP: (CR6),(TR6).
(F3) - Covers all cases except the explicitly defined cases
in table 4 (line 8); the movement is the same as in (U3),
but since (Cond5) is not satisfied, such sliding down is not
safe.
(F4) - Corresponds to AOP case.
(F5) - With a missed intermediate O-posture (CR5) corre-
sponds to forbidden O→O sequence.
(F6) - A missing intermediate M-posture results into
wrong automatic calculations and a swap between O1 and
O2; without this swap a jump between P1 and P2 would
exceed the permitted threshold and P2 would obtain R-
color (fig. 13: while the real posture sequence is a-b-c,
the automatic pilot system interprets it as a-c-b).
(F7) - Any rotational step which results in robot’s climb-
ing or jumping up situation is physically impossible; the
vertical change in CM-coordinate ZCM is used to detect a
jump up. Figure 10 demonstrates an example of an im-
possible jumping up between postures P1 (fig. 10a) and
P2 (fig. 10b), connected with a 5 degree counter clock-
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Fig. 10. Jump up case during a 5-degree rotation from P1(a)
to P2(b)

wise rotational step.
(F8) - Rare appearances of complicated suspicious cases,
which correspond to a missed O-posture and/or M-chain,
are forbidden without further detailed study.
(F9) - An extreme orientation change in the worst case
turns the robot upside down.

5.3. Exhaustive Simulations
It is only an experimental proof that guarantee a good

theoretical hypothesis to work correctly in a real world
scenario. In a completely random RSE a huge number
of various cases may appear and it is physically impossi-
ble to implement such amount of experiments. Yet, if a
proper level of the real world approximation is achieved,
impossible in the real world pairs of postures will be also
impossible within the simulation. As far as the reverse
statement is not true, the simulator cannot replace the ex-
periments, but assists to structure the data and remove the
impossible types of sequences, saving time and efforts.
We further integrate successive transition patterns into the
search algorithm as a part of neighbor opening and branch
cutting function F(Args) = Res.

For the exhaustive check we created a huge 71x71 cell
map (fig. 14) which contains all typical obstacles, usu-
ally appearing in the RSE: horizontal and diagonal bar-
riers, pairs of parallel barriers, valleys, traversable and
non-traversable pikes and holes. Since this map covers
all typical obstacle types and includes several variations
in length and height for each type, there was no need to
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Fig. 11. Translation from G[Z] (a) to G[D] (b), missing
intermediate O-posture; black arrows show the moving di-
rection
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Fig. 12. Translation from G[D](a) to G[Z](b) while sliding
down a vertical slope of RSE, misses an intermediate M-
posture

Table 5. Translation posture pairs: forbidden sequences.

P1 P2 Details Appearance
R ∀ 2.055 %
M O 0.007 %
O O (F1) 0.009 %
O M 0.003%
C ∀ (CR3) 0.86 %
G G Cond6, 0.326 %
O G (F2) 0.001 %

G[D] G[D] (F2a) 0.063 %
O[D] G[D] (F3) 0.001 %

G G Cond2,4, 0.564 %
O G (F4) 0.008 %
G G Cond7, 1.366 %
O G (F4) 0.013 %

G[U] O[D] (F5) -
G[D] O[U] -
G[D] O[Z] (F6), fig. 13 0.009 %
G[U] O Cond8, (F4) -
O[Z] G[D] (CR5), (F5) -
O[U] G[Z] -
O[D] G[Z] (CR2),(F1) 0.006 %
O[Z] G[U] P2←M 0.007 %
O[U] G[U] Cond2,3, (F1), 0.001

P2←M
IN TOTAL 5.301 %

Table 6. Rotation posture pairs: good sequences.

P1 P2 Details Appearance
G[Z] G[Z] flat pattern, (RR1) 56.64 %

perfect
G[D] G[D] Cond10, 6.712 %
G[U] G[U] good 7.494 %
G[D] G[D] Cond11, 1.064 %
G[U] G[U] fair 1.201 %

IN TOTAL 73.111%

create additional environments which would just repeat
the proposed map’s results with some not significant fluc-
tuations. All possible pairs of postures connected with a
single step were proceeded with voting for each group. As
a first posture of the pair robot’s CM was placed at every
node of the grid. For translation step a second posture of
the pair was calculated as a 1-unit length change of CM’s
location in the direction of the robot’s heading direction
θ (or XL direction, fig. 5); the translation simulation in-
cluded 91 robot orientations θ ∈ {0, π

180 ,
2π
180 , ...,

89π
180 ,

π
2 }.

For rotation step a second posture was calculated as a 5
degree increment of the robot’s heading direction θ , ro-
tating right; the simulation included 86 initial robot orien-
tations θ ∈ {0, π

180 ,
2π
180 , ...

84π
180 ,

85π
180 } and assumed a sym-

metrical behavior for rotating left/right and for other 3
quarters of the 360-degree rotation range.

The total number of posture pairs was more than 6
million for each of translation and rotation simulation.
The results of the simulation are summarized in tables
3-8. The percentage sums up to 100% for translation

Journal of Robotics and Mechatronics Vol.0 No.0, 200x 9
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Table 7. Rotation posture pairs: undesirable sequences.

P1 P2 Details Appearance
M M slide down, (U5) 1.047 %
C G jump down, (CR3), (U5) 0.297 %

IN TOTAL 1.344%

Table 8. Rotation posture pairs: forbidden sequences.

P1 P2 Details Appearance
R ∀ 6.509 %
O ∀ (RR2) 1.562 %
G G climb/jump up, 14.448 %

(F7), fig. 12
M M climb up,(F7) 1.002 %
C ∀ jump up,(F7) 0.146 %
C O (RR2) 0.015 %
C M (F7) 0.012 %
G G jump down, Cond13 0.762 %
G G bad contacts (Cond9) 0.139 %

G[D] G[U] (CR5), 0.007 %
G[U] G[D] (RR2) 0.046 %
G[D] G[Z] 0.071 %
G[Z] G[D] (F8) 0.004 %
G[Z] G[U] 0.003 %
G[U] G[Z] 0.72 %
G[D] G[D] Cond12, 0.043 %
G[U] G[U] (RR3) 0.053 %

G G Cond6, (F2) 0.003 %
IN TOTAL 25.545 %

and rotation separately. We excluded from the statistics
for the translation all G→M, M→M and M→G cases,
which otherwise would contribute 3.96%; those cases
were studied directly from experiments (section 5.4). In
addition to pointing at the impossible (empty) cases the
simulation reveals the rare cases and the most often cases.

Simulation Summary

Among more than 6 million translational transition
posture pairs 93.212% of the cases were recognized as
good for navigation transitions, while only 5.301% were
recognized as forbidden sequences. The rest 1.487% are
undesirable postures, which mean their usage is limited
only to the ”no other better choice” occasions. In its
turn, rotational transition accepts 73.111% of transitions
for further path planning, forbids 25.545% and leaves
another 1.344% for deadlock situations.

This statistics matches well with our expectations based
on our 5 years KENAF and other mobile robots opera-
tional experience: rotational step is a hard challenge for
the operator, while translational motion is much more
easy and predictable which makes it a preferable choice
while planning a path. Less restrictions on translational
transitions make good translations to be a major case dur-
ing the exhaustive simulations. In total, exhaustive simu-
lation results indicate that in average about 83.1% of all
possible translational and rotational transitions are suit-
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Fig. 13. Translation from G[D](a) to O1[U] (b), followed by
O2[Z](c); there is a missing intermediate M-posture between
(a) and (b).

able and about 1.4% are hardly suitable for navigation,
while only about 15.5% are completely useless. Forbid-
ding those dangerous and suspicious transition, which still
may be theoretically possible in some rare cases, limits
our path choice, but increases the security for the prac-
tical use. In general, more or less suitable for navigation
84.5% transitions mean that we have a wide enough range
of options for choosing a good path at the proposed dis-
cretization DISC5.

5.4. Experimental Verification
The goal of the first set of experiments was to set up the

proper CPQ angles θCPQ for climbing up at M-chains and
losing balance on purpose (or CBL) for inertial transition7

7. The details on inertial transitions are out of the scope of this paper and
could be found in [28]
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Fig. 14. A 71x71 cells RSE, covering all main types of the
environment obstacles.

Fig. 15. Going down through CBL O-posture at θCPQ=87.5
degrees, using a tricky horizontal barrier.

O1→O2, occuring at every O-posture. For both cases of
interest the best θCPQ angle choice is a straight angle of
90 degrees, while there exist angles Θ1

b1 and Θ2
b1 so that:

• For all CPQ angles θCPQ ∈ [0,Θ1
b1] the climbing up

is impossible

• For all CPQ angles θCPQ ∈ [0,Θ2
b1] the robot has a

high probability of turning upside down while los-
ing the balance on the edge of the barrier when it
switches to a going down mode

To detect experimentally Θ1
b1 and Θ2

b1 we conducted 60
experiments with a simple RSE horizontal barrier (fig. 17
(f)) for climbing up and 58 experiments with a very tricky
horizontal barrier for going down. A tricky barrier idea
(fig. 15) was to make KENAF turning upside down easily
at most of the orientations, so that forbidding all of them
would minimize the risks while navigating in real envi-

18.3

(a)

18.3
47.4

EXP

RES

(b)

Fig. 16. Significant orientation change while climbing up a
horizontal barrier at θCPQ=18.3 degrees: (a) initial configu-
ration (b) final configuration (RES) vs. expected (EXP)

ronments. Starting from 45 degrees for θCPQ angle, we
explored the interval [0,90] degrees in both directions to
decide on the approximate values of Θ1

b1 and Θ2
b1, divid-

ing the search interval each time after success or failure
by 2. For each orientation the experiment was repeated
3-4 times.

Climbing up experiments revealed the following behav-
ior in different θCPQ intervals:
−[0,20] degrees - slipping on the spot
−(20,40] degrees - significant θCPQ self-adjustment pre-
cedes the climbing process. Figure 16 shows an exam-
ple of a significant orientation change while climbing
up a horizontal barrier at θCPQ=18.3 degrees. The ini-
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(b)(a)

(e)

(c) (d)

(f)

Fig. 17. Examples of the experimental RSE setups: (a)
diagonal barrier (b) small rectangular barrier (c) 2-level
traversable horizontal barrier (d) non-traversable horizontal
barrier (e) complicated example for verifying the simulated
transition (f) simple horizontal barrier

tial - θCPQ=18.3 degrees orientation (a) was self-adjusted
to θCPQ=47.4 degrees at the final configuration at the
moment when the climbing up started (b); here EXP is
the expected orientation if no sliding occurs, while RES
presents the real orientation at the climbing start.
−[40,50] degrees - slight θCPQ self-adjustment may pre-
cede the climbing process
−[40,80] degrees - chosen as a good climbing up interval
−[80,90) degrees - θCPQ is self-adjusted to approximately
90 degrees before the climbing starts

CBL experiments revealed that only a small interval of
θCPQ ∈ [80,100] degrees is safe when the robot loses its
balance on the edge of RSE and switches to going down
mode; at climbing up mode, as far as the robot succeeded
to climb up the obstacle, any θCPQ on the edge is safe.

Second type of experimental verification covers the
cases which were considered good or undesirable. We
confirmed with a number of examples for each undesir-
able transition that such transition is still possible, but
dangerous and hard to repeat by a human operator. Since
undesirable situations are rare relatively to common good
cases, as an input we used appearances of the undesir-
able transitions within the simulator and had each time
to rearrange the RSE configuration respectively. For this
reason such experiments have a serious lack of spanning
a general generic case, but only confirm the possibility
of a particular transition. Each experiment for the exis-
tence was repeated 10-15 times, since even positioning
KENAF more or less precisely at the start posture S did

not give exactly the same results every time, emphasizing
the complexity of repeating those types of transitions by
the human operator.

Common cases of good transitions which are accept-
able for the navigation process, were studied through sev-
eral hundred experiments (fig. 17 presents a few exam-
ples of the experimental RSE setups, including simple and
complicated cases). During those experiments the robot
traveled about 2 meters with different setups of RSE, start
and target postures. During a single experiment a sig-
nificant number of various good transitions continuously
appeared as a part of the path and their detailed analy-
sis confirmed our theoretical and simulated results. The
experimental results could be summarized as four groups
of variables, updated in the theory and simulator after the
experimental verification:

• Acceptable climbing up angles θCPQ at M-chains
(only experimental definition was available)

• Thresholds T XMIN,MAX and TYMIN,MAX explained in
section 5.1

• Acceptable θCPQ angles at Controlled Balance Los-
ing (O-postures)

• Shifts δx,y = 20mm for AOP (TR5) and IOP (TR6)
definitions in section 5.1

6. Visualization of Function F

In this section we present an easy to understand explicit
form of our function F(Args) = Res. Since for our prob-
lem a search tree cannot be explicitly presented as a skele-
ton prior to the search, we dynamically create a search
tree during a path search process. Input arguments Args
of function F are the robot’s current configuration and a
local environment map - a small visible patch around the
robot. Its output Res is a set of accessible within one step
configurations of the robot, which are at most three pos-
tures: go straight, rotate left, rotate right. A naive algo-
rithm branching function will open all three neighboring
nodes each time and the number of nodes N will explode
exponentially: N = ∑D

i=0 3i, where the depth of the search
D is D≥dist(SL,TL) for discretized distance between a ”lo-
cal start” SL - robot’s posture at the beginning of a local
path search, and a ”local target” TL, chosen by the opera-
tor within the visible patch of the environment.

Using basic logics, we state that if the robot just have
rotated left from posture K-1 to K, there is no sense to
rotate right from posture K to posture K+1, since in this
way it gets back to K-1. This fact saves one additional
node opening at each rotational step while creating an im-
proved tree (IT). For example, for D=4 instead of having
121 opened nodes in the search tree, we get only 69 nodes
for IT (table 9). Figure 18 shows a theoretical IT with
a root at SL for D = 1,2,3,4; black circles present trans-
lational steps, white and grey are rotation left and right
respectively. Figure 19 presents a simulated IT for D=6,
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(a) (b) (c)

(d)

D=1 D=2
D=3

D=4

SL SL SL

SL

Fig. 18. Full theoretical improved tree. Black circles are
translational steps, white and grey are rotation left and right
respectively
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Fig. 19. Simulated improved tree for search depth D=6;
nodes labeled NSDN have different depth D

where colored points present the robot postures’ quality
with regard to section 4.2. Shown in red are the theoreti-
cal nodes; in practice it is impossible to get there starting
at SL for D=6. Label NSDN emphasizes that those 11
nodes do not have the same depth D: a number next to the
node is its real D. For example, to get from SL (fig. 19) to
D=1 node only a single translation step is needed, while
node D=6 requires 5 rotations left/right and one transla-
tion. Starting at SL (fig. 20) to get to node #i requires:
- #1: D=4, 3 rotations left (RL) and 1 translation (T)
- #2: D=3, 1RL + 2T
- #3: D=4, 1RR + 1T + 1RR + 1T

To reduce further the number of nodes and path search
directions, we apply function F , explained in details in
section 5. Then the simulated IT of fig. 19 turns into a
smaller tree FT, presented in fig. 20. Since there may be
several nodes very close to each other or even coinciding
(but reached in a different way), in some cases fig. 19
depicts only the last opened (during the recursive search
tree construction) node; this explains the different color of
identically located nodes between fig. 19 with 373 nodes
and fig. 20 with 85 nodes opened. Figures 19–21 display
the path search trees within the environment, presented in
fig. 23; SL and TL

8 are parts of the path, emphasized with
the grey circle in fig. 23.

While for small depth of the search D the trees of naive

8. TL is different for different depth of the search D

Table 9. Number of nodes for naive algorithm tree (NAT),
improved tree (IT) and our function F tree (FT) at search
depth D

D NAT IT FT
2 13 11 11
3 40 28 28
4 121 69 51
5 364 166 70
6 1093 373 85

10 88573 7981 139
15 21523360 501832 474
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Fig. 20. Simulated tree for search depth D=6, built with our
function F

algorithm tree (NAT), improved tree (IT) and our func-
tion F tree (FT)9 have more or less the same number of
nodes, as D increases, the difference in a number of ex-
plored nodes becomes more and more significant (table
9). Figure 21 demonstrates a tree built with our function
F for D=15; it contains only 474 opened nodes and among
them 198 are non-coincidenting nodes. The full improved
tree for the same example contains 501832 opened nodes
(64873 non-coincidental). Thus, exploiting our proposed
branching function F we succeeded to reduce the size of
the search tree drastically. Furthermore, when our ”pilot
system” will utilize a path search algorithm, we do not
create a full tree, but only open a small number of neces-
sary nodes in the most promising search direction pointed
out by the cost function.

7. Path Search at a Glance

In this section we would like to introduce an example
of the desired output of our ”pilot system”. Since we did
not complete the path search algorithm implementation
yet, the presented output was generated for explanation
purpose only, while it’s realization, based on proposed in
this paper search tree branching function F , is a part of
our future work.

9. The number of opened nodes in FT is estimated in a specific running
case, presented in figures 21–23; in the worst case (for example, large
flat terrain) the number of nodes in FT and IT will be the same.
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Fig. 21. Simulated tree for search depth D=15, built with
our function F
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Fig. 22. Pilot system’s representation of the path: 2D

At first ”pilot system” creates an internal model of the
environment, utilizing fusion of a laser range finder and
camera’s data and locates the robot within this model.
Next the operator chooses a goal and the system runs a
path search algorithm. Figures 22 and 23 show a full 2D
and 3D internal description of the path respectively; each
colored dot presents KENAF’s CM location with the color
label. Path #1 is shorter, while a round path #2 is a most
safe and easy to follow one. Path #3 is a tradeoff between
safety and length. For a demonstration we assumed a big
portion of visible environment, while in the reality only
a small patch of the environment is available. Non-green
color dots present points of the path where operator’s at-
tention is needed - loosing balance on purpose states (or-
ange), climbing up or sliding down (magenta) and chang-
ing robot’s orientation (black diamonds). Each path has
an additional summary, which includes the percentage of
good (green) and fair (yellow) color labels within the dis-
cretized path, its length and important changes during the
teleoperation process (table 10).

8. Conclusions and future work

The final target of our research is to provide an assistant
”pilot system” for an operator of a rescue robot, decreas-
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Fig. 23. Pilot system’s representation of the path: 3D

Table 10. Path’s Summary

Path No. 1 2 3
Length, cells 36 64.4 42.5

Orientation Change 0 2 2
Green postures, % 90.3 100 97.41
Yellow postures, % 6.37 0 1.72

Attention points 12 0 4
CBL postures 6 0 2
Climbing up 3 0 1
Sliding down 3 0 1

Orientation change 0 2 4

ing the burden on the human operator. As soon as the
robot obtains data from the environment and creates an
internal world model, a path selection within the internal
model should be done, followed by applying this path in
the real world scenario. Since usually there exist more
than just a single path, the path search algorithm needs a
good instrument to evaluate the quality of each path.

To find a good path we need a special path search al-
gorithm on debris and a proper definition of a search tree,
which can ensure smooth exploration. To make a path
search feasible in a huge real state space we discretize the
search space and robot’s motion before the search. In this
paper we presented a quality estimation of the path and
search tree branching function F , which defines a reason-
able search tree building process online through a node
opening and branching procedure. Well-defined function
F removes all unsuitable directions of the search from
the search tree and affords us to continue toward a dy-
namic path planning on debris. Exhaustive simulations
were used to structure and analyze data and experiments
were used to verify our approach. Our future work con-
centrates on local and global path planning algorithms,
which will utilize our posture quality estimation criterion
as a cost function and search tree branching function F ,
and their performance comparison for the very specific
task of rescue robot navigation.
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